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1.

Introduction

The leading European and American air
craft concerns are standing nowadays on the
verge of creating allcomposite carbon fiber
fuselages for big passenger airplanes. This in
tention is aimed at the breakthrough in tech
nology to result in considerable reduction in
weight (up to 30%) and cost (up to 40%) of
the most material and laborconsuming air
plane unit, fuselage, against the traditional
aluminum variant, the so called “standard
body” [1]. The estimated effect of implement
ing the new technology in “∆mass – ∆cost” co
ordinates are shown in fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Estimated effect of implementing the new tech
nologies [2]

This is obvious that the high potential of
reducing the weight of airframe structure is
determined by the use of carbon fiber with
specific properties different from those of
metals. This is the reason why simple replica
tion of metal variants by using composite ma
terials does not fully provide the appropriate
advantage of composite components due to
the unique strength and rigidity characteris
tics of unidirectional carbon fibers. This is

necessary therefore to develop special load
bearing structures to conform to special
properties of these materials [3], [4].
The weight of passenger airplane fusel
age makes approx. 12–15% of the maximum
takeoff weight of the airplane and 40% of air
frame weight [5]. Thus the use of carbon fi
bers as the construction material for such a
resourcedemanding unit as fuselage allows
the considerable reduction in weight of the
passenger airplane fuselage on the whole.
The paper addresses one of the concepts
of carbon fiber fuselage for a big passenger air
plane, “Lampassenkonzept” proposed by the
Institute of Structural Mechanics of the Ger
man Aerospace Center (DRL, Braunschweig)
within the research program assigned by Air
bus, Germany. The proposed concept along
with the weight/cost reduction issues ad
dresses the possibility of meeting the addi
tional requirements to carbon fiber plastic fu
selages of big airplanes of tomorrow. The
paper contains the analysis and comparison of
above concept with the aluminum variant of
“standard body”, as well as the results of car
bon fiber fuselage project in “Gondelkonzept”
implemented by above Institute within the
national German HGFProject “Black Body”.
2.

Carbon Fiber Fuselages. Issue State

2.1 Peculiar properties of carbon fibers as
construction materials
Carbon fibers have the uniquely high fa
tigue strength characteristics as well as the
1
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high strength (including the specific one) for
strain and constriction. They are corrosion
proof. All this gives them the advantage over
the traditional aluminum alloys. However
they have rather low shear and contortion
properties as compared with the latter [6].
When increasing the percentage of unidirec
tional layers they become more sensitive to
the presence of cutouts and lose their strength
advantages in bolt joints. Apart of this, carbon
fibers display high sensitivity to impact loads
[7] and this is accompanied by reduction of
strength characteristics and requires a higher
inspection cost during operation.
2.2 Basic Requirements to Carbon Fiber Fu
selage of Tomorrow
Below are the present basic require
ments [8] for fuselages of future passenger
airplanes developed in Europe:
• 30% reduction of construction mass;
• 40% reduction of its manufacturing cost
• increase of passengers safety in condi
tions of impact and crash loads;
• reduction of inspection activities;
• insensitivity to cyclic loads;
• corrosion resistance

•

flexibility when performing transporta
tion tasks;
• increase of passengers fire safety
• proximity of technical solutions to pres
ent implementation, etc.
The chart of impact scenario for a pas
senger airplane fuselage is shown on fig. 2 [9],
[1]. Based on the assumption that carbon fi
ber is rather sensitive to impact loads as it
was mentioned above and the fuselage is pre
sented by a thinwalled construction operat
ing under the surplus internal pressure, it can
be concluded that impact possibility is one of
the critical points when designing carbon fi
ber fuselages of passenger airplanes.
2.3 Carbon Fiber Fuselages Today
Carbon fiber fuselages of light passenger
airplanes with seating capacity of 8 up to 12
are well known. However carbon fiber fusela
ges for big passenger airplanes with contain
er compartments and seating capacity over
100 people do not exist today.
The light passenger airplane Starship by
company Beechcraft, USA, has carbon fiber
shell of sandwich type with cell filling Nor
mex produced using the prepreg technology

Fig. 2. Impact scenario chart for passenger airplane fuselage
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Fig. 3. Carbon fiber fuselage of the light passenger airplane Premier I

or 'crude' winding [4], [10]. Fuselage weight
saving following the use of carbon fiber is es
timated to around 18%.
Anothher other light airplane Premier
by company Raytheon Aircraft, USA, also
has a sandwichtype fuselage with carbon fi
ber shell and cell filling though produced us
ing the prepeg winding method [11] (Figure
3). In this case fuselage weight economy is es
timated to around 20%.
One of the recent developments of light
passenger airplanes with carbon fiber fusela
ges is represented by the collection of air
planes by Adam Aircraft, USA, Adam 500
and Adam 700 [12] where fuselage construc
tion and tail booms is mainly a sandwich with
carbon fiber shell and cell filling made by
panel method based on prepreg technology.
2.4 Specific Properties of Standard Metal Fu
selage Construction
Standard aluminum fuselage of a big pas
senger airplane is a semimonocoque con
struction with shell, stringers and frames.
The fuselage contains a cockpit and passen
ger compartment, both sections experiencing
surplus internal pressure i.e. hermetic.
The lower bearing panel of this fuselage
experiences loads caused by global impact of
bending moment, torque, intersecting force

as well as the surplus internal pressure. It
contains rather big cutouts (fig. 4): front pit
(1), pits for primary landing gears (2) and
wing/fuselage juncture, as well as the bag
gageandcargo hatches (3). The biggest cut
out for landing gear pit and wing/fuselage
juncture is located in the area of largest
bending moments (4) [13].
These cutouts weaken the lower panel
construction, which operates mainly in con
striction and experiences the danger of losing
steadiness, and generate strain concentration.
Flat panels limiting landing gear pits, and
cockpit floor in the area of primary landing
gears and wing juncture are loaded with sur
plus internal pressure and experience bend im
pact. Hence the standard fuselage in the lower
panel area is not an optimal 'light' construction
from the point of view of structural mechanics,
and arrangement of pits and cutouts in load
carrying structure requires the increased mate

Fig. 4. Big passenger airplane – “standard body”
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rial consumption. Practically all big passenger
airplanes of leading aircraft world companies
such as Airbus, Boeing, Tupolev and Ilyushin
have similar fuselage constructions.

nologies, the hardened stringers and shell be
ing joined by pastelike glue [14]. TANGO
fuselage will be put to the strength test, the
surplus internal pressure taken into account.

2.5 Present European Research Programs for
the Development of Carbon Fiber Fusel
age of a Big Passenger Airplane
The development of carbon fiber fusel
age of a big passenger airplane in Europe is
nowadays implemented within the two pro
grams: TANGO and LUFO [14]. TANGO is
the international program with seven Euro
pean countries involved and based on com
posite materials technologies and loadbear
ing structures of modern fuselages. LUFO is
the national German program and pursues
the development of new composite materials
technologies and loadbearing structures of
carbon fiber fuselages. Airbus and German
research organizations participate in the de
velopment of LUFO concepts.

2.5.2 LUFO Concept of Airbus Carbon
Fiber Fuselage
The following two concepts of carbon fi
ber fuselage are studied by Airbus within
LUFO programs: VeSCo and SoFi [15], [16],
[17]. Both concepts purpose to search and in
vestigate the design of loadbearing panels
for carbon fiber fuselage and do not consider
general configuration of fuselage taking it as
traditional [15], i.e. “standard body”. Con
cepts will be embodied as fullscale panels to
be tested within the next LUFO III EMIR
program [14], [16].
Both concepts are based on the principle
of combined functions. At the same time they
solve the tasks of structural mechanics, ther
moisolation, absorption of impact energy,
acoustic damping, etc. [17]. Panel fabrication is
based mainly on the prepreg technology [16].

2.5.1 TANGO Fuselage
TANGO fuselage is designed as an A321
fuselage section with a 4 m diameter and 6.4
m length located behind the primary landing
gears pit. The section has cutouts for windows
and temergency exit and presents a rather
regular construction without big cutouts for
landing gear pits and baggage hatches. The
loadbearing structure of TANGO fuselage is
conceived as a traditional semimonocoque
construction (fig. 5) [14].
As a result TANGO fuselage is a totality
of connected panels made using different
technologies. For example, Airbus makes
panels based mainly on impregnation tech

2.5.2.1
VeSCo Panels
VeSCo panels [17] do not have stringers
and represent a sandwich with a polythick
shell, the inner shell perceiving the most part
of load. VeSCo panels are specific due to ven
tilated filling between two shells (fig. 6,a).
This is achieved, for example, by making fill
ing in the form of folded structures [18].
There are frames inside the panels.
2.5.2.2
SoFi Panels
SoFi panels [17] as against VeSCo pan
els have stringers but also have sandwich

Fig. 5. General view of TANGO fuselage and loadbearing panels [14]
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a)

b)
Fig. 6. Principle of VeSCo (a) [17] and SoFi (b) [15] panels

structure with polythick shelld. The inner
shell together with stringers located outside
the panel perceives the most part of load. A
thin outer shell functions as aerodynamic
surface (fig. 6,b). The panels are distin
guished by stringers and frames located on
different sides of inner shell.
3.

DRL Concepts of Carbon Fiber
Fuselage

The Institute of Structural Mechanics of
German Aerospace Center (DRL, Braun
schweig) proposed two concepts of carbon fi
ber fuselage of a big passenger airplane: Lam
passenkonzept [19] developed on the
instructions of Airbus within LUFO II pro
gram, and Gondelkonzept [20] implemented
with the national German HGF project
“Black Fuselage”.
The following starting points were ac
cepted to generate the loadbearing designs:
1) type of requirements to fuselage of tomor
row (see 2.2); 2) modern “standard body”
from aluminum alloys as a prototype (see 2.4)

a)

and 3) specific features of carbon fiber as a
construction material (see 2.1) [21].
The analysis of 'standard body' and spe
cific features of carbon fiber proved the effi
ciency of implementing requirements to fu
selages of tomorrow provided that new
nonstandard loadbearing designs will be
found. Unlike above concepts TANGO, VeS
Co and SoFi, there were two ways of solving
the problem – both global way of searching
the general fuselage configuration and local
one of searching designs of loadbearing ele
ments (panels, etc.).
DRL concepts attempt to satisfy a part
of requirements to fuselages of tomorrow by
selecting its general configuration.
3.1 Lampassenkonzept
3.1.1 Fuselage Configuration Within the
General Airplane Design
General airplane design for the carbon fi
ber fuselage in a Lampassenkonzept variant is
a highwing monoplane [19]. The fuselage is a
relatively regular construction without big

b)

c)
Fig. 7. General fuselage configuration in Lampassenkonzept
5
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cutouts in the lower loadbearing panel for
baggageandcargo hatches and pits for front
and primary landing gears and the wing and
fuselage juncture. The distinctive feature of
general scheme of this concept is landing gears
distributed along and for the both fuselage
boards, without pronounced front and prima
ry landing gears, as well as the access hatch of
a baggageandcargo compartment located in
the front part of the fuselage (fig. 7,a).
In emergency cases landing gear can be
fixed or partly fixed with equal and rather
simple structural elements and have the pro
nounced and rather thin cowls (fig. 7,b)
equipped with folds opening in process of
takeoff and landing (fig. 7,c). Landing gear
distributed along the fuselage can be
equipped with shake absorbers with special
spring valves or membranes which snap into
action when only compression force in shake
absorber exceeds some critical value (when
hitting against the ground). This allows the
additional dispersion of energy in crash situ
ation (fig. 8). Shake absorber cylinders can
be made from composite materials with a spe
cial structure providing high energy absorp
tion in case of destruction. A fixed or partly
fixed landing gear makes the construction
simpler, reduces the weight and increases
passengers safety in crash situation.
Thus, in this design there is an attempt
to give landing gear an extra function of pas
sengers safety in crash situation and use it as
potential crash elements distributed along
the fuselage rather than to use it for takeoff
and landing only. Such combination of land
ing gear function can help to avoid introduc

tion of special crash elements into fuselage of
tomorrow in order to improve passengers
safety, i.e. make fuselage construction sim
pler and cheaper and increase functional im
portance of landing gear having the weight of
3.3 up to 5% from the maximum takeoff
weight of airplane [5].
Positioning and extension of distributed
landing gears as well as the form and dimen
sions of its cowls, takeoff and landing issues,
etc. are the compromise questions of optimi
zation and coordination from aerodynamics
point of view first of all.
Folds of landing gear opening in process
takeoff and landing (fig. 7,c) provide the pro
tection of fuselage lower panels and wings
from potential impacts such as crushed stone
coming from under the wheels, or any other
objects on a runway. The folds belong to non
power structure elements and can function as
a detector or victim structure in impact situ
ation protecting with its relatively small sur
face rather big planes of fuselage and wing
and thus reducing inspections of planes. Im
pact load on unprotected lower bearing car
bon fiber panels can cause the reduction of
their bearing capacity and following destruc
tion of fuselage in the air similar to destruc
tion of the wellknown airplane Comet by de
Havilland company.
Relatively thins cowls of landing gear dis
tributed along the fuselage can probably serve
stabilizing aerodynamic ridges (fig. 7,b) and
opened folds of landing gear (fig. 7,c) as air
brakes when landing.
The presence of baggageand cargo ac
cess hatch located in the bow (stem) of the

Fig. 8. Landing gears as crash elements distributed along the fuselage
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a)

b)
Fig. 9. Cargo bays in: (a) Lampassenkonzept and (b) “Standard Body"

fuselage in the highwing monoplane design
(fig. 7,a) provides higher flexibility of cargo
and passenger transportation both owing to
most containers (almost twice as many)
placed in the cargo compartment (fig. 9,a)
as compared with the “standard body”, and
possibility of placing nonstandard long
length cargo.
3.1.2 Fuselage LoadBearing Design as a
Totality of LoadBearing Elements
Fuselage structure as a totality of lifting
elements in Lampassenkonzept variant can be
rather diverse. This paper presents and ad
dresses the so called differential loadbearing
design. According to this, the fuselage consists
of rather numerous identical loadbearing ele
ments. The purpose of this concept is highly
automated and hence cheaper manufacture of
basic loadbearing elements of fuselage struc
ture in mass production conditions.
In this case the fuselage is a totality of
three loadbearing structural groups (fig. 10):
1 – continuous (along the fuselage) side
members, the socalled 'stripes' (Lampassen);
continuous (circumference) frames and 3 –
panels between them. The latter can be of dif
ferent discrete length or be continuous along
the fuselage like 'stripes'.
Continuity of elements in each of the
three groups allows to reduce the quantity of

junctures and hence the weight of articles, as
well as to decrease the scope and cost of as
sembly. Ideally, from the point of view of pro
duction and decrease in value of articles, all
elements within the group can of be equal
type and size, or comprise the minimum of
subgroups with equal type and size. This is
certainly a question of optimization and com
promise settlements lying in “weight reduc
tion (structural mechanics) – cost reduction
(manufacture)” axes.
'Strips' (Lampassen) in this loadbearing
design are sparsely disposed powerful string
ers receiving the total bending moment and
panels receiving mainly intersecting force
and torque loads.
Configuration of panels and 'strips' in
vestigated within the concept under consid
eration is shown on Fig. 11. For the reasons
of simplicity and low production cost the
panels represent an asymmetric stringerfree
sandwich with loadbearing and hence thick
er inner shell 1. The outer thin shell 2 also
functions as certain mechanical protection of
inner loadbearing shell and detector in case
of the crash impact on the panel. Foam mate
rials with closed pores are taken as filling 3.
These pores also protect inner loadbearing
shell from blows (of hail or tools for exam
ple), as well as for the acoustic and thermal
protection of a passenger cabin (the principle

Fig. 10. Differential loadbearing design of fuselage in Lampassenkonzept
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Fig. 11. Configuration of panels and 'strips'

of combined functions). For the reason of sta
bility 'strips' have the form of boxshaped
crosssection blocks consisting, for example,
from two channel bars 4 with two cover
plates 5. For the reason of weight economy,
this is possible to track changes of bending
moment along the fuselage varying the thick
ness of 'strip' cover plates 5. Frame 6 can also
have a boxshape crosssection form for the
reason of steadiness.
The rated strength evaluations of the
considered fuselage structure assume the ma
terial of carbon fiber panels with ±450 prima
ry disposal of layers; the material of channel
bars and 'strip' cover plates – with primary
disposal of layers along the fuselage. As a ma
terial for 'strip' cover plates the titanium car
bon fiber with primary disposal of carbon fi
ber layers along the fuselage was also
analyzed. This structure provides high
strength and bending rigidity in axial direc
tion of fuselage and relatively high contortion
strength [22] (due to the titanium layers) in
crosssection direction to rejoin the panels.
Strength analysis and weight evaluation
of the fuselage in Lampassenkonzept option
were performed for the compartment located
between sections 1 and 2 considering the
cowls of distributed landing gear, i.e. practi
cally for the whole passengerandcargo cab
in of the fuselage (Fig. 12).
Geometric and loading calculation pro
totype was a ~ 4 m fuselage of A320 airplane.
The cross section of carbon fiber fuselage was
represented by twelve equally disposed 'strip'

Fig. 12. Fuselage section under evaluation
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blocks and accordingly twelve panels with
equal width of ~1 m. All panels were consid
ered as being of equal cross section both in
transverse and longitudinal directions of the
fuselage, i.e. of the same size. It allows the
mass and low cost production of panels, for
example by method of pultrusion. 'Strip'
blocks were represented by three subgroups,
each of them containing four equal blocks, i.e.
of the same type and size, with a varied thick
ness of 'strip' cover plates along the fuselage.
Distance between the frames was assumed
similar to that in a A320 prototype.
Strength of carbon fiber fuselage within
the preliminary design was evaluated analyt
ically. Weight estimation of the composite
fuselage in Lampassenkonzept option proved
that with flexural and torsion rigidities al
most equal to those of A320 aluminum fusel
age, the weight can be reduced by ~29.9%,
with maximum level of normal strain
(around 415 MPa) in 'strip' cover plates
made from titanium carbon fiber. The weight
of wing and fuselage juncture was not taken
into consideration in process of calculation.
The most dangerous calculation case for
'standard bodies' is the case of 'tough' land
ing on primary landing gears accompanied by
considerable bending moments impacting
the fuselage in the location of these gears
(Fig. 4). For this reason the Lampassenkonz
ept option contains the probability of reduc
tion in bending loads on the fuselage due to
the landing gear distributed configuration,
and accordingly of even greater weight ad
vantage. Some potential fuselage weight re
duction in this concept can be achieved by
the increase of distance between the frames
owing to sandwich panels.
3.2 Gondelkonzept
3.2.1 General Fuselage Design and Load
Bearing Panels
Airplane general design of carbon fiber
fuselage in Gondelkonzept option is a low
wing monoplane [20].
The basic variant of loadbearing design
(Fig. 13) has the following peculiarities: the
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Fig. 13. General fuselage configuration in Gondelkonzept option

passenger cabin 1 experiencing the surplus
internal pressure is the primary loadbearing
structure of the fuselage for perceiving glob
al loads; the cargo bay 2 comprises the sec
ondary nonhermetic GONDEL structure
perceiving local loads due to baggage only
and accordingly not participating in fuselage
general operations.
The passenger cabin construction con
sists of three loadbearing circular panels: two
side panels and one lower. The latter contains
sections for attaching seats and floor panel
and they also function as loadbearing ele
ments and participate in fuselage general op
eration in perceiving global loads. The lower
panel radius is about twice as wider than that
of side ones. Panel length is equal to the pas
senger cabin length. There are stringers,
frames and local reinforcements integrated in
the panel. Thus, unlike the Lampassenkonz
ept variant, the loadbearing structure of this
fuselage is highly integrated and contains two
crosssection and three longitudinal joints
only: this leads to reduction of weight and as
sembly cost. In respect of the structural me
chanics this is a regular loadbearing struc
ture without big cutouts and drops of rigidity
like in Lampassenkonzept variant.
The fuselage loadbearing panels in
Gondelkonzept option can have most various
loadbearing designs. SOFI type panels
(Stringer Outside, Frame Inside) were under
consideration in strength calculations and
demonstrator of this fuselage given below.
These panels have the same principle as SoFi
modification of Airbus (see 2.5.2.2) where
stringers are located in a socalled 1½ sand
wich with foam multifunctional filling. Load
bearing panel shells are bolted through the ti

tanium carbon fiber cover plates (mainly
with unidirectional carbon fiber) which com
bine jointing and reinforcing functions like in
Lampassenkonzept option.
The basic variant of GONDEL baggage
andcargo compartment has service plat
forms suspended from the lower panel of pas
senger cabin. Since the constructional depth
of the fuselage loadbearing structure is
knowingly reduced, GONDEL can have the
supporting continuous loadbearing beams 3
(fig. 13) which increase the constructional
depth, participate in perceiving of global
loads by fuselage, and with primary landing
gears in the removed position located be
tween them. Service platforms are made in
modules and do not participate in fuselage
general operations. All GONDEL elements
perform the protection function for passen
ger cabin and are 'victim' structures, the per
forating destruction of those as a result of im
pact loads not causing depressurizing of
passenger cabin and its possible destruction
in the air. They also perform the function of
absorbing energy in case of crash loads and
may have additional crash elements. GON
DEL outer surface plays the role of detector
in impact situation, and in the absence of
damage or nonperforating damage allows to
reduce considerably inspection activities per
formed for the loadbearing lower panel.
There are the derived variants of Gondelk
onzept [20], for example, without service
platforms and light folds installed instead of
them. Containers can be suspended from the
lower loadbearing panel, etc.
In case of nonhermetic GONDEL com
partment it's possible to vary its form [20]
appropriate for nonstandard cargo and track
9
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a)

c)

b)

Fig. 13. General fuselage configuration in Gondelkonzept option

the ''barometer' of passenger operations more
flexibly. Nonhermetic version of GONDEL
compartment reduces the airproof volume of
fuselage and respectively assembly and main
tenance cost, as well as the capacity of super
charge systems, i.e. for passenger cabin only.
Containers of GONDEL may be airproof
too and this is not the best weight solution.
Weight estimate of carbon fiber fuselage
in Gondelkonzept option proved that at the
bend rigidity equal to that of a A320 fuselage,
up to 25,5% weight reduction can be
achieved at the maximum normal strain level
in titanium carbon fiber cover plates (about
260 MPa). Strength reserve allows further
reduction of fuselage weight if there are no
bend rigidity limitations. Some potential
weight reduction is also possible by increas
ing the distance between the frames owing to
the presence of sandwich panels. This poten
tial will be determined when performing op
timization analysis.
3.2.2 Fullscale Fuselage Demonstrator
Some constructive ideas of Gondelkonz
ept option were implemented by the example
of a naturalsize demonstrator shown at ILA
2002 in Berlin and in 2004 on the conference
SAMPE in Paris (fig. 14,a).
Loadbearing panels of the demonstrator
shown by fig. 14,b were fabricated by SLI
method (Single Line Injection) [23] devel
oped by the Institute of Structural mechan
ics of German Aerospace Center (DRL,
Braunschweig) and distinguished by high
quality of product comparable with the pre
preg technology. This method provides low
pore level and probable varying of fiber con
tent due to the pressure changes of autoclave
and injection.
10

The fullscale loadbearing lattice struc
ture was represented as a part of this demon
strator (fig. 14,b) [24]. This panel was de
signed and produced by the Russian research
institute (CRISM – Central Research Insti
tute for Special Machinery, Khotkovo) within
the cooperation with the Institute of Struc
tural Mechanics of German Aerospace Center.
4.

Summary

1. Some basic requirements to the car
bon fiber fuselage of passenger airplane of to
morrow can be fulfilled by investigation of its
general configuration. General fuselage con
figurations in the considered Lampassen
konzept and Gondelkonzept allow rather ef
ficient reaction to passenger safety demands
in impact and crash aspects, as well as the de
mands of inspection activities reduction and
flexibility of transportation tasks.
2. The analysis of general fuselage con
figuration allows getting the cocalled regu
lar loadbearing structure, i.e. without big
cutouts thus providing a simpler construc
tion and lower production cost, as well as the
efficient solution of structural mechanics
tasks such as reduction of weight.
3. Both presented concepts demonstrate
that the purpose of reducing the weight of
carbon fiber fuselage is up to 30% real as com
pared with a “standard body” variant.
4. The fuselage of a big passenger air
plane is one of the biggest constructional
units of the airplane and as it is shown in this
paper the analysis of its loadbearing design
can touch upon the questions of general de
sign of the whole airplane. The two proposed
concepts knowingly consider some boundary
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points of the considered conceptual field and
the most acceptable solutions lie somewhere
within this field. For this reason, continua
tion of work is conceived as complex optimi
zation analysis of configuration, strength and
weight to find compromise settlements for
the composite fuselage, considering the re
quirements not only to the fuselage only but
to the airplane on the whole. This means that
aerodynamics, designs of landing gear and
engine, takeoff and landing issues, etc. should
be also taken into consideration.
5.
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